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ABSTRACT

We propose a fully automatic method for summarizing and indexing

unstructured presentation videos based on text extracted from the

projected slides. We use changes of text in the slides as a means to

segment the video into semantic shots. Unlike precedent approaches,

our method does not depend on availability of the electronic source

of the slides, but rather extracts and recognizes the text directly from

the video. Once text regions are detected within keyframes, a novel

binarization algorithm, Local Adaptive Otsu (LOA), is employed to

deal with the low quality of video scene text, before feeding the re-

gions to the open source Tesseract1 OCR engine for recognition. We

tested our system on a corpus of 8 presentation videos for a total

of 1 hour and 45 minutes, achieving 0.5343 Precision and 0.7446

Recall Character recognition rates, and 0.4947 Precision and 0.6651

Recall Word recognition rates. Besides being used for multimedia

documents, topic indexing, and cross referencing, our system can

be integrated into summarization and presentation tools such as the

VAST MultiMedia Browser [1].

Index Terms— Semantic keywords,unstructured video

1. INTRODUCTION

Slides consist in a natural way of segmenting presentations, since the

presenter thoughtfully prepared and conferred a specific semantic

meaning to each of them. Studies have been conducted in order to

assess the reliability of slides as a summarization tool [2].

Most of the methods proposed to summarize presentation videos

with shots segmentations based on slides rely on the availability of

electronic copies of the slides themselves, which is not always re-

alistic. Our solution, on the other hand, works without any slide

template to be compared, hence the definition ”unsourced”. Video

text detection is a widely studied field, but most of the systems focus

on recognizing artificial text which is superimposed to the video in

a post processing step[3]. The text of the slides we focus on belongs

instead to the category of scene text, which is embedded in the scene

and captured with the rest of the data.

Directly applying an OCR engine such as Tesseract to the color

or grayscale text regions extracted from video yields not reliable re-

sults, because of the low quality and low resolution of such regions.

A common solution in literature consists in somehow enhancing and

binarizing the text before feeding it to the OCR engine [4, 5]. Given

the extremely large amount of data included in a video, the whole
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method should not only be reliable but also efficient, and the bina-

rization step does not make any exceptions.

We propose a new Local Adaptive version of the Otsu [6]

method (LAO), which is implemented with integral histograms.

Thus it is more robust to illumination changes and background vari-

ations within the text areas, while still efficient thanks to the use

of integral histograms. In particular, it allows the determination of

an optimal threshold that maximizes the between-classes variance

within a subwindow, with computational complexity independent

from the size of the window itself.

2. SEMANTIC KEYWORD EXTRACTION

2.1. Domain Description

The videos we analyze were not captured by professionals or through

an ad-hoc capture system such as in [7]. Furthermore, they were not

edited in any way. They therefore present challenges for text recog-

nition in that the camera is rarely steady, and the projected slides are

often truncated out from the field of view or occluded by the speak-

ers. In fact, in many cases the recording person focused his attention

on the speaker rather than on the slide, zooming in on his or her face.

Many new recording systems are explicitly designed to syn-

chronously capture all contents of the presentations (including au-

dio, video, and presentation material) [7]. However, there already

exist many large scale archives of raw videos, such as universitiy

lectures recordings, for which no other information, including elec-

tronic copy of the slides, besides the video itself is available. In

order to summarize, index, and cross reference presentation videos

from such archives, a more robust system is required.

2.2. Text Regions Detection

Initial text detection is performed with a simple and fast approach.

Usually power point presentations do not present text overlaid to par-

ticularly challenging backgrounds, therefore even a simple approach

can perform reasonably well. Initially a Laplacian of Gaussian oper-

ator is applied to a frame in order to extract edges. Subsequently con-

nected components are located within the edge map and textural and

geometrical properties of the regions enclosing such connected com-

ponents are extracted. The inspected properties are: coordinates of

the center, area, width, height, width/height ratio, density of edges,

vertical and horizontal alignment. Empirically validated thresholds

are applied to each feature in order to prune non-text regions. The



candidate text regions R within a frame F must satisfy:

FArea/1000 ≤ Rarea ≤ FArea/10 (1)

2 ≤ Rwidth ≤ Fwidth/3 (2)

6 ≤ Rheight ≤ Fheight/5 (3)

Edensity ≥ 0.2 (4)

The candidate text regions are then passed to the recognition block

to be finally confirmed, in the case one or more characters are recog-

nized, or discarded when no character is recognized.

2.3. Binarization

Otsu [6] adaptive thresholding method is one of the oldest and most

used binarization techniques in image processing. Assuming a bi-

modal distribution within the gray scale histogram of an image, it

aims at automatically selecting an optimal threshold T to minimize

the within-class variance σ2

within (T ) of the two modes, or equiv-

alently to maximize their between-class variance σ2

between (T ).

Given an image with pixel values ranging in an interval of inten-

sity levels [0, L− 1], the within- and between-class variance for a

specific threshold T are computed as

σ2

within (T ) = nB (T ) σ2

B (T ) + nF (T ) σ2

F (T ) (5)

σ2

between (T ) = nB (T ) nF (T ) (µB (T )− µF (T ))2 (6)

where µB (T ) and µB (T ), σ2

B (T ) and σ2

F (T ) are respectively

the mean and variances of the background (below the threshold T )

and foreground (above T ) pixels clusters, while nB (T ) and nF (T )
represent the number of pixels belonging to each cluster. For effi-

ciency reasons, the optimal T is computed as the one maximizing

σ2

between (T ).

Despite being very simple, parameter free, fast to compute and

generally quite well performing, the classical Otsu method presents

a main limitation in its globality. Computing an optimal threshold

for the whole image makes it sensitive to shadows, shading and local

noise, as shown in Figure 1(b). In order to overcome such limitation,

local methods have been introduced. Those methods work by sliding

a W × W window and select a threshold for the pixel where it is

centered based on the statistics of its neighbors. One of the most

popular among such algorithms is Sauvola’s, in which the threshold

t (x, y) is computed as

t (x, y) = µ (x, y, W )

[

1 + k

(

σ (x, y, W )

R
− 1

)]

(7)

were where R is the maximum value of the standard deviation within

the window, and k is a parameter which takes positive values in the

range [0.2, 0.5]. In Figure 1(c) we can see that this local approach

tends to overcome the limitations of the global Otsu algorithm (in

(b)). However, the algorithm is limited by the dependence of t (x, y)
from 2 parameters: the window size W , which also determines ef-

ficiency, and the value k. The computational complexity has been

recently made independent from W thanks to the introduction of the

integral images [8], which allow to compute mean and variance of

subwindows of any size within an image with a constant amount of

operations. However, the method is still chained to an ad hoc selec-

tion of k. The choice of t (x, y) is not related to any optimization

process, and remains quite arbitrary. We propose to eliminate the

dependency of t (x, y) from an ad hoc parameter by computing it

as the threshold that optimizes the between-class variance within the

(a) General Grant House Technology

(b) Nm} Grant House Technology

(c) [yoga! Grant House Technology

(d) [(cncra1l Grant House Technology

Fig. 1. Example of the compared binarization methods. Orig-

inal image (a) and its versions binarized with (b) original

Otsu, (c) Sauvola and (d) adaptive Otsu. Under each image is

reported the text recognized by the system. In this case adap-

tive Otsu outperformes the other methods in dealing with the

shaded area around the word ”General”. In fact, it manages to

identify 4 of its characters, against none of the original Otsu

and 1 of Sauvola.

window. In other words, our solution consists in a localized version

of the Otsu algorithm, or an optimal version of Sauvola’s one, which

can combine the strengths of the two methods: locality and optimal-

ity. The Local Adaptive Otsu algorithm (LAO) slides a window of

size W across the image and computes the threshold with the opti-

mal Otsu criterion in each position. At each position one can choose

whether to apply the threshold directly to the whole window (used

in the rest of this paper) or simply to the pixel at which the window

is centered (as in Sauvola’s approach). In order to limit the compu-

tational complexity derived from the application of the window, we

use the integral histogram [9], a structure consisting in L integral im-

ages, one per bin. Once paid the initial cost of building the integral

histogram for the whole image, such structure allows to compute the

values of nB (T, W ), nF (T, W ), µB (T, W ) and µF (T, W ) for

equation 6 in any subwindow with a constant number of operations,

independently from the window size. In Table 2 is reported the ex-

perimental gain in time achieved with the introduction of the integral

histogram over a baseline implementation of the algorithm.

2.4. Recognition

Word recognition is implemented by the Tesseract OCR engine. We

trained Tesseract with 15 character sets, using the most commmon

fonts for PowerPoint presentations [10], with a text reflecting the

frequencies of English letters2. Each font was represented in its reg-

ular, italic and bold version during training, with characters of height

equal to 30pt.

2.5. Index Construction

Once the text for a frame has been recognized, it is stored to be com-

pared to the text extracted from neighboring frames for indexing.

The comparison is performed according to the edit distance between

2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Letter frequencies



the strings of extracted text, normalized by the length of the strings

themselves. If such distance is lower than a predefined threshold

τ , the frames are considered as belonging to the same slide and

grouped together. The longest string and the frame from which it

was extracted is kept as reference for the slide. Retrieval of a certain

concept can be performed, as exemplified in Figure 2, by looking for

a query word among the strings chosen to be representative of their

slides.

3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We analyzed videos containing 8 student presentations, for a total of

1 hour and 45 minutes of video. Each presentation has on average 13

slides, for a total of 2276 words and 13804 characters. In this Section

we present the performances of our system in terms of localization

of text regions, binarization quality and finally semantic concepts

recognition (in particular, the text extracted from the slides). All the

experiments were carried on a Pentium 4 2.33 GHz machine.

3.1. Detection

Text localization performances were tested on a set of 500 frames

randomly selected (100 of which did not contain text), based on pre-

cision and recall measures. For each frame, Precision and Recall are

defined as the intersection between the ground truth text area TAGT

and the text area estimated by the system TAE , divided respectively

by TAE and TAGT .

Precision =
TAGT ∩ TAE

TAE

, Recall =
TAGT ∩ TAE

TAGT

Table 1 presents how the average Precision and Recall rates obtained

by the system change with the application of the character and word

recognition step. The simple performances refer to the regions

found by the simple text detector and successively passed to the word

recognition block. The refined precision and recall rates are cal-

culated after the recognition block has either rejected or confirmed

such regions as text (containing at least one recognized character).

Following intuition, at the refined stage Precision increases and

Recall diminishes, as some candidate text regions (including some

relevant ones) are rejected by the recognition step.

Precsimple Recsimple Precrefined Recrefined

0.71213 0.85914 0.88584 0.68046

Table 1. Text Precision and Recall localization rates.

3.2. Binarization

In this Section we present a quantitative comparison of the three bi-

narization algorithms mentioned in Section 2.3. The evaluation was

performed on a subset of 54 regions localized by the text detection

block and manually segmented with the aid of a heuristic visualiza-

tion tool, in order to generate ground truth, for a total of 2177154

pixels. Precision and Recall metrics are defined similarly to what

was described in Section 2.3, by re-defining TAGT to be the set of

ground truth pixels representing a character (foreground of the re-

gion) and TAE as the set of pixels labeled as foreground by the

algorithm. Table 2 presents the results. The performances of the

different algorithms are comparable. The original Otsu algorithm is

the fastest but has the lowest Recall and Precision, because it looks

at every region globally and works well only up to a limited detail.

The others provide higher precision, thanks to their focus on local-

ity. It must be noted that our algorithm’s results are comparable to

those of Sauvola’s method, which is known to be one of the best

performing binarizations methods, but without the need for a pre-

determined threshold. We show two versions of the Local Adaptive

Otsu algorithm (LAO): one with and one without the use of the inte-

gral histogram. The T ime results demonstrate the utility of integral

histogram, which allows us to compute the optimal thresholds in a

time which is independent from the window size. For all the local

adaptive algorithms used in the experiments, we used a window of

size 25x25, as it optimizes character and word recognition.

Algorithm Precision Recall Time(sec)

Otsu 0.8611 0.8555 0.539

Sauvola (k = 0.5) 0.9003 0.8759 0.626

LAO 0.8831 0.9278 2.126

LAO + Integral Hist. 0.8831 0.9278 1.29

Table 2. Text binarization rates of the original Otsu algo-

rithm, Sauvola’s method as implemented in [8], and two im-

plementations of our Local Adaptive Otsu (LAO) algorithm,

with and without the use of integral histograms.

Ngtc Nraw Ncorc Precc Recc TCED

13804 3564 7376 0.5343 0.7446 6428

Ngtw Ncorw Precw Recw

2276 1126 0.4947 0.6651

Table 3. Character and Word Recognition rates per presen-

tation. Ngtc : number of ground truth characters. Ncorc :

number of correctly recognized characters. Nraw : number

of correctly recognized characters without adaptive binariza-

tion. TCED : Total Characters Edit Distance. Ngtw : number

of ground truth words. Ncorw : number of correctly recog-

nized words. Precc, Recc, Precw, Recw refer respectively

to Precision and Recall measures at character and word level.

3.3. Recognition

As explained in Section 2.4 the Tesseract OCR engine was used as

a tool to recognize characters and words. We analyzed the perfor-

mance of the system both at the word and character level. We defined

the following metrics.

Precisionc =
Ncorc

Ngtc

, Recallc =
Ncorc

Nrc

(8)

with Ncorc = Ngtc−ED (sg, sr), Ncorc is the number of correctly

recognized characters, that is, the number Ngtc of ground truth char-

acters minus the edit distance ED (sg, sr) between the ground truth

text sg and the text output from the system sr . Nrc is the number of

recognized characters. Substituting the subscript c with w we obtain

the same type of statistics at the word level, instead of character level

(Precisionw and Recallw). Ncorw is simply defined as the num-

ber of ground truth words correctly recognized by the system. We



Fig. 2. Example of indexing function: the word ”Energy” is localized in different slides across 4 different presentations (top

left, top center and right, bottom left, bottom center and right) and also within the same (top center and right, bottom center

and right). In each frame are highlighted the localized text regions. Under every image the binarized version of the text region

containing the word ”Energy” (correctly recognized by the system) is presented.

compared the character and word recognition rates with and without

our binarization preprocessing step. From Table 3, which reports the

best performances obtained with the parameters set to the values re-

ported in the previous Sections, can be appreciated how Tesseract,

that has the Otsu binarization algorithm built in, benefit from our

binarization process. It is interesting to notice that the word recog-

nition rates are lower than their character equivalents. In fact, even

if all its characters but one are correctly matched, a word is consid-

ered wrongly recognized. This suggests the use of ranking measures,

such as the edit distance, which take into account also partial word

matches in order to improve the quality of indexing and retrieval of

semantic segments extracted from such videos. In such a way a sys-

tem would be more flexible and robust to single or limited character

recognition errors.
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